Plasma HDL levels have a protective role in atherosclerosis, yet clinical therapies to raise HDL levels have remained elusive. Recent advances in the understanding of lipid metabolism have revealed that miR-33, an intronic microRNA located within the SREBP2 gene, suppresses expression of the cholesterol transporter ABC transporter A1 (ABCA1) and lowers HDL levels. Conversely, mechanisms that inhibit miR-33 increase ABCA1 and circulating HDL levels, suggesting that antagonism of miR-33 may be atheroprotective. As the regression of atherosclerosis is clinically desirable, we assessed the impact of miR-33 inhibition in mice deficient for the LDL receptor (Ldlr−/− mice), with established atherosclerotic plaques. Mice treated with anti-miR33 for 4 weeks showed an increase in circulating HDL levels and enhanced reverse cholesterol transport to the plasma, liver, and feces. Consistent with this, anti-miR33–treated mice showed reductions in plaque size and lipid content, increased markers of plaque stability, and decreased inflammatory gene expression. Notably, in addition to raising ABCA1 levels in the liver, anti-miR33 oligonucleotides directly targeted the plaque macrophages, in which they enhanced ABCA1 expression and cholesterol removal. These studies establish that raising HDL levels by anti-miR33 oligonucleotide treatment promotes reverse cholesterol transport and atherosclerosis regression and suggest that it may be a promising strategy to treat atherosclerotic vascular disease.

Introduction

Plasma HDL cholesterol (HDL-C) levels bear a strong inverse relationship with cardiovascular disease risk, and, as such, therapies to raise HDL are being actively pursued (1). There is strong evidence that high levels of circulating HDL are associated with an effective therapy for the treatment of atherosclerosis. Despite such studies strongly suggesting that HDL-raising strategies may be an effective therapy for the treatment of atherosclerosis. Despite this, our understanding of the mechanisms that contribute to HDL biogenesis and regulation, and how to effectively manipulate these for therapeutic potential, remain largely incomplete.

The identification of ABC transporter A1 (ABCA1) as the gene mutated in Tangier disease, a disease characterized by low levels of circulating HDL, revealed the critical role of ABCA1 in the generation of HDL particles (12, 13). ABCA1 transports free cholesterol from within the cell to lipid-poor apoA1 particles to generate nascent HDL, a function critical to the biogenesis of HDL in the liver and for the efflux of excess cholesterol from cells in peripheral tissues (14). Acting in concert with ABCA1, another member of the ABC family of transporters, ABCG1, is responsible for cellular cholesterol efflux to further lipidate HDL, generating larger α-HDL particles that are destined for clearance by the liver (15–17). In vivo molecular-genetic causation studies indicate that together ABCA1 and ABCG1 have the major role in mediating net cholesterol efflux from macrophages to HDL (18–21). This combined process, termed reverse cholesterol transport (RCT), mediates clearance of excess cholesterol from cells to the liver for excretion to the bile and feces. This process is particularly relevant to the removal of cholesterol from lipid-engorged foam cells that accumulate in atherosclerotic lesions and is thought to contribute prominently to the atheroprotective effects of HDL.

The expressions of both ABCA1 and ABCG1 are upregulated in states of cholesterol excess by the liver X receptor (LXR) nuclear hormone transcription factors. LXRs are activated by oxysterol metabolites of cholesterol and play key roles in regulating multiple components of the RCT pathway (22), cholesterol conversion to bile acid, and intestinal cholesterol absorption. Studies in mouse models of both atherosclerosis progression and regression have shown that synthetic LXR agonists have potent antiatherosclerotic effects (23–27). However, while very effective in preclinical studies, all LXR agonists developed to date have a substantial caveat that currently precludes their translation into human clinical trials. Specifically, LXR activa-
tion of fatty acid synthase and SREBP-1c transcription in the liver leads to hypertriglyceridemia and hepatic steatosis. As a result, the therapeutic potential of the ABCA1 pathway remains untapped.

Recently, our group and others reported that the SREBP-2 locus transcribes not only the mRNA for this transcriptional regulator of cholesterol uptake and synthesis but also a highly conserved microRNA, miR-33a, that represses multiple genes involved in cellular cholesterol trafficking (28–30). In humans and nonhuman primates, a related microRNA, miR-33b, is encoded in the SREBP-1 locus. The 3′ untranslated region (UTR) of Abca1 contains 3 highly conserved binding sites for miR-33, and the expression of ABCA1 mRNA and ABCA1 protein is strongly repressed by miR-33 overexpression in a variety of cell types (28–30). Functionally, overexpression of miR-33 in hepatocytes and macrophages decreases cholesterol efflux to apoA1—a key step in the generation of HDL and RCT. Moreover, the inhibition of endogenous miR-33 results in an increase in expression of ABCA1 protein and cholesterol efflux to apoA1, indicating a physiologically relevant role for this miRNA in regulating ABCA1 (28–30). In mice, but not humans, miR-33 also targets ABCG1 and reduces efflux of cholesterol to HDL (28). Notably, in vivo antagonism of miR-33 in mice, using a variety of methods ranging from lentiviral-mediated antisense inhibition to complete genetic deletion, results in a significant increase in circulating HDL-C (28–30). These data suggest that miR-33 may be an attractive therapeutic target for the treatment of cardiovascular disease; however, several questions remain to be addressed, particularly regarding the functionality of the HDL produced and its ability to promote RCT.

In the current study, we tested the impact of miR-33 inhibition on RCT and atherosclerosis in the hypercholesterolemic mouse model deficient for the LDL receptor (Ldlr−/− mice). As patients in a clinical setting typically present with already established atherosclerosis, therapies that can reverse disease will likely be most attractive. Thus, to test the efficacy of anti-miR33 in a model setting that most closely approximates this, we first established atherosclerosis in Ldlr−/− mice by feeding them a Western diet (WD), after which they were treated weekly for 4 weeks with anti-miR33 or control anti-miR oligonucleotides. We demonstrated herein that inhibition of miR-33 expression effectively raises circulating HDL, increases RCT, and decreases atherosclerotic plaque size. Furthermore, characterization of atherosclerotic lesions in anti-miR33–treated mice showed increased markers of plaque stability, including reduced macrophage and lipid accumulation, decreased expression of inflammatory genes, and increased collagen content. These data establish that inhibition of endogenous miR-33 to therapeutically raise HDL enhances RCT and induces regression of atherosclerosis.

**Results**

Anti-miR33 increases expression of miR-33 target genes in the liver, including ABCA1. The subcutaneous or intraperitoneal delivery of 2′ fluoro/methoxyethyl–modified (2′F/MOE-modified) phosphorothioate backbone antisense oligonucleotides has been used successfully in mice to inhibit the function of various miRNAs and to increase expression of their target genes, with no apparent toxicity (31). Similar anti-miRNA strategies have been shown to be well tolerated in nonhuman primates (32, 33), indicating that these antisense oligonucleotides may be promising therapeutic agents. To assess the effects of inhibiting miR-33 in a model of established atherosclerosis, Ldlr−/− mice were first fed a WD for 14 weeks (baseline), after which they were switched to a Chow diet to block atherosclerosis progression and injected subcutaneously with 10 mg/kg of 2′F/MOE anti-miR33 or control anti-miR oligonucleotides or
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**Figure 1**

Anti-miR33 treatment reduces miR-33 expression in the liver and causes derepression of its target genes. Ldlr−/− mice were fed a WD for 14 weeks and then subsequently treated for 4 weeks with PBS (no treatment) or control anti-miR or anti-miR33 2′F/MOE oligonucleotides. (A and B) Expression of (A) miR-33, (B) miR-33 target genes (Abca1, Abcg1, Hadhb, Crot, Cpt1a), and nontarget lipid metabolism genes (Insig1, Hmgcr, Srebf2) in the liver was quantified by RT-PCR. Con, control. (C) Western blot of hepatic ABCA1 and ABCG1 protein. The white line denotes lanes run noncontiguously. *P ≤ 0.05, compared with controls. (D) Plasma levels of ALT and AST.
PBS (untreated). To maximize anti-miR delivery, mice were injected twice during the first week, then once weekly thereafter, for a total of 4 weeks. Consistent with previous studies (34), this regimen did not induce a detectable immune response, as serum levels of IL-6 and monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1) in mice treated with either control anti-miR or anti-miR33 did not differ from those of mice injected with PBS alone (data not shown).

To determine the efficacy of anti-miR33 treatment, we measured the expression of miR-33 and its target genes in the livers of mice after 4 weeks of treatment. Levels of miR-33, detected by quantitative RT-PCR, were decreased by more than 60% in anti-miR33–treated mice compared with those of mice receiving control anti-miR (Figure 1A). Consistent with this, the expression of ABCA1 in the liver was increased or “derepressed” in the anti-miR33–treated group compared with that in untreated or control anti-miR–treated mice; however, no change in Abcg1 mRNA was observed (Figure 1B). Furthermore, both ABCA1 and ABCG1 protein were increased in the livers of anti-miR33–treated mice, compared with those of control groups (Figure 1C). To confirm the specificity of anti-miR33 action, we examined the expression of other hepatic lipid metabolism genes. While there were no significant changes in genes lacking functional miR-33 target sites (i.e., Insig1, Hmgcr, and Srebf2), the expression of other known miR-33 target genes involved in fatty acid metabolism was significantly increased with anti-miR33 treatment (Crot, Hadhb, Cpt1a) (Figure 1B). Importantly, no elevation in serum hepatotoxicity markers, aspartate aminotransferase and alanine aminotransferase (AST and ALT), was noted in control anti-miR– or anti–miR-33–treated mice as compared with that in mice treated with PBS (Figure 1D). Together these data demonstrate that 2′F/MOE anti-miR33 effectively inhibits miR-33 activity and selectively increases expression of genes repressed by miR-33.

**Anti-miR33 treatment increases HDL and enhances RCT in vivo.** As increased ABCA1 expression in the liver would be predicted to augment HDL biogenesis, we measured circulating total and HDL-C levels in the anti-miR33– and control anti-miR–treated mice. Consistent with previous work by our laboratory and others showing that short-term (5–12 days) inhibition of miR-33 in C57BL/6 mice results in 25%–30% increases in circulating HDL (28–30), treatment of Ldlr–/– mice with anti-miR33 for 4 weeks raised HDL-C by 35% compared with that of control mice (Figure 2A). By contrast, there was no difference in total circulating cholesterol among mice that were treated with control anti-miR, anti-miR33, or PBS (Table 1). Analysis of lipoproteins by fast protein liquid chromatography (FPLC) showed an increase in cholesterol content of the HDL fractions (fractions 54–67) of the anti-miR33–treated mice compared with that of control mice (Figure 2A). By contrast, there was no difference in total circulating cholesterol among mice that were treated with control anti-miR, anti-miR33, or PBS (Table 1). Analysis of lipoproteins by fast protein liquid chromatography (FPLC) showed an increase in cholesterol content of the HDL fractions (fractions 54–67) of the anti-miR33–treated mice compared with that of control anti-miR– or PBS–treated mice (Figure 2B). Further analysis of the free cholesterol and cholesterol ester con-
tent of the HDL revealed an increase in HDL-associated cholesterol ester in anti–miR-33–treated mice (Figure 2C). To test whether anti-miR33 treatment altered the apolipoprotein content on HDL particles, we measured apoA1 and apoE in the HDL fractions by Western blotting. In anti-miR33–treated mice, there was an over

tion not only increases circulating HDL, but enhances the RCT pathway by which excess cholesterol is effluxed from peripheral tissues, a process that is particularly important in the removal of cholesterol from atherosclerotic lesions.

Anti-miR33 treatment induces atherosclerosis regression and lesion remodeling. Data from mouse models of apoA1 overexpression or HDL infusion suggest that raising HDL-C favorably impacts atherosclerosis (3–5, 8). We thus hypothesized that the enhanced RCT in anti-miR33–treated mice would promote removal of cholesterol from vessel wall foam cells, leading to plaque regression. The mean aortic sinus lesion area of Ldlr–/– mice injected for 4 weeks with either PBS (untreated) or control anti-miR did not differ from that of mice harvested after 14 weeks of WD feeding (baseline) (Figure 4A). By contrast, anti-miR33–treated mice had a 35% reduction in lesion area in the aortic sinus compared with that of baseline and control groups (Figure 4A). Examination of hematoxylin- and eosin-stained cross sections of the aortic root showed that in addition to a reduction in size, plaques in anti–miR-33–treated mice appeared to have been substantially remodeled compared with plaques in control anti-miR–treated mice (Figure 4B). To further investigate this, we characterized markers of lesion composition and stability. Quantification of lipid accumulation in aortic sinus lesions by oil red O staining demonstrated a corresponding 28% decrease in lipid accumulation in anti-miR33–treated mice compared with that of controls (Figure 5A). Moreover, there was a 35% reduction in CD68+ macrophage content (Figure 5B) and a 2-fold increase in total lesional collagen content in anti-miR33–treated mice compared with that of controls (Figure 5C), indicating remodeling of plaques toward a more stable phenotype. No difference in lesional apoptosis, as measured by TUNEL-positive cells in plaques, was noted among the various treatment groups (data not shown). Together, these results indicate that anti-miR33 treatment supports the efflux of cholesterol from the lesional macrophages and promotes regression of established atherosclerosis.

Table 1
Lipid and body weight parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>PBS</th>
<th>Control anti-miR</th>
<th>Anti-miR33</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starting body weight (g)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>27.4 ± 2.1</td>
<td>30.4 ± 2.2</td>
<td>31.5 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight at sacrifice (g)</td>
<td>27.2 ± 2.0</td>
<td>26.6 ± 0.65</td>
<td>24.5 ± 1.4</td>
<td>24.9 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cholesterol (mg/dl)</td>
<td>1,089 ± 162</td>
<td>264 ± 40</td>
<td>250 ± 46</td>
<td>272 ± 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma triglyceride (mg/dl)</td>
<td>263.8 ± 34</td>
<td>56.5 ± 15</td>
<td>64.9 ± 19</td>
<td>71.2 ± 18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Body weight was obtained at baseline (after 14w WD) and at sacrifice (after 4 weeks treatment with PBS, control anti-miR, or anti-miR33). Total plasma cholesterol and triglyceride levels were obtained at sacrifice. All data are expressed as mean ± SD (n = 15 mice/group).

Figure 3
RCT is increased in anti-miR33–treated mice. After 4 weeks of the indicated, treatment Ldlr–/– mice (n = 8/group) were injected subcutaneously with 3H-cholesterol–labeled, acLDL-loaded bone marrow–derived macrophages. Data are expressed as the percentage of the 3H-cholesterol tracer relative to that of total cpm tracer injected ± SD. (A) Time course of 3H-cholesterol distribution in plasma. (B) Hepatic 3H-cholesterol tracer levels after 48 hours. (C) Fecal 3H-cholesterol tracer levels. Feces were collected continuously from 0 to 48 hours after injection.* P ≤ 0.05, compared with controls.
Anti-miRNA oligonucleotides target lesional macrophages. Subcutaneous delivery of 2′F/MOE oligonucleotides has been shown to reach a variety of tissues, including liver and spleen (37); however, it is not known whether these anti-miRNA molecules can reach the macrophages within the plaque to directly alter target gene expression in these cells. To test this, we performed immunohistochemical staining of aortic sinus lesions using an antibody directed against the phosphorothioate backbone of the 2′F/MOE oligonucleotides. We show that the anti-miRNA oligonucleotides were found within the plaque where they colocalize with CD68+ macrophages (Figure 6A). This technique detected both the control anti-miR and anti–miR-33 oligonucleotides in lesional macrophages. To determine whether anti-miR33 affects target gene expression within the plaque, we isolated lesional CD68+ macrophages using laser-capture microdissection and extracted RNA for gene expression analysis. Examination of ABCA1 expression levels in lesional macrophages demonstrated similar levels of Abca1 mRNA in baseline, PBS-treated, or control anti-miR–treated mice (Figure 6B). Notably, anti-miR33–treated mice had a 66% increase in lesional macrophage Abca1 expression compared with these control groups (Figure 6B). This is the first evidence to our knowledge that 2′F/MOE anti-miRNA oligonucleotides are capable of penetrating the atherosclerotic lesion to reach plaque macrophages, in which they can directly alter target gene expression.

To further understand the impact of anti-miR33 on the plaque macrophage phenotype, we performed gene expression profiling of RNA isolated from lesional macrophages using Affymetrix gene arrays. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) analysis revealed that treatment with anti-miR33 resulted in a statistically significant enrichment in the expression of genes containing miR-33 binding sites in their 3′ UTR compared with that in non-miR33 target genes (Figure 6C; \( P = 2.02 \times 10^{-4} \)), consistent with specific derepression of miR-33 targets in lesional macrophages. In addition, gene ontology analysis showed a significant downregulation in genes involved in the immune response in plaque macrophages from anti-miR33–treated mice compared with control anti-miR–treated mice (Benjamini-corrected \( P \) value = 8.1 \( \times \) 10\(^{-3} \); Supplemental Table 1; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI57275DS1). Quantitative PCR confirmed downregulation of several of these inflammatory genes in lesional macrophage of anti-miR33–treated mice, including Tnfa, Tlr6, and Tlr13 (Figure 7A). Recent evidence suggests that regressing atherosclerotic lesions contain a greater proportion of macrophages characterized by the reparative M2 phenotype compared with that of the proinflammatory M1 macrophages and that HDL can promote regression in part by enhancing this pathway (38). In accordance with this, we found that lesional macrophages from anti-miR33–treated mice showed increased mRNA levels of anti-inflammatory M2 markers (Arg1, Il10) and reduced expression of proinflammatory M1 markers (iNos and Tnfa). Overall, these gene expression analyses suggest that in addition to containing less lipid and increased markers of plaque stability, macrophages within the lesions of anti-miR33–treated mice have a less inflammatory and more reparative phenotype.

**Discussion**

The current study demonstrates that miR-33 inhibition in Ldlr\(^{-/-}\) mice raises circulating HDL, enhances RCT, and promotes the regression of established atherosclerosis. Although previous reports, including one from our own group, showed that miR-33 antagonism increases hepatic ABCA1 and circulating HDL-C levels in C57BL/6 mice (28–30), this study demonstrates that the HDL generated by this method is functional and can promote removal of excess cholesterol from the periphery into the RCT pathway for excretion. This increase in RCT is very likely responsible for the favorable effects of anti-miR33 on atherosclerosis that we observe, including reductions in lesion area, macrophage number, lipid content, and inflammatory gene expression. Furthermore, as well as targeting the liver, our study shows for the first time to our knowledge that 2′F/MOE oligonucleotides penetrate the atherosclerotic plaque to reach lesional macrophages, in which they can upregulate ABCA1 expression and enhance cholesterol removal.
In the degree of inhibition of miR-33 expression by interfering with control treatments, which is consistent with efficient delivery of anti-miR-33 to this tissue upon parenteral administration, as has previously been described for such modified oligonucleotides (37). However, as the accumulation of anti-miR-33 may overestimate miR-33 detectable by quantitative RT-PCR were greatly reduced in anti-miR33–treated mice compared with mice receiving control treatments, which is consistent with efficient delivery of anti-miR-33 to this tissue upon parenteral administration, as has previously been described for such modified oligonucleotides (37). However, as the accumulation of anti-miR-33 may overestimate the degree of inhibition of miR-33 expression by interfering with in vitro PCR amplification, a more relevant measure of efficacy is the expression of miR-33 target genes in this tissue. Indeed, in the livers of anti-miR33–treated mice, we saw increased expression of a number of validated miR-33 target genes, including the cholesterol transporters, Abca1 and Abcg1 (28–30), and the fatty acid metabolism genes, Crot, Hadhb, and Cpt1a (40, 41). The observed increase in hepatic ABCA1 is consistent with a role for anti-miR-33 in augmenting HDL biogenesis in the liver, and this is supported by our finding of an increase in apoA1 recovered from the HDL fraction. Furthermore, characterization of the HDL from anti-miR33–treated mice showed that a greater proportion of apoA1 and apoE was associated with larger HDL particles, consistent with the notion that the HDL in these mice is being lipidated from cells in the periphery — a function of RCT. Notably, the cholesterol ester content of the anti-miR-33 HDL was also increased, and recent studies have shown that enrichment of HDL with apoE may enhance its ability to promote cholesterol efflux, which was attributed in part to the ability of apoE to activate lecithin:cholesterol acyltransferase, which converts free cholesterol to cholesteryl ester, thereby creating a gradient for free cholesterol efflux from cells to HDL (42–44).

The static measurement of HDL has inherent limitations, as several recent studies indicate that HDL may become dysfunctional or even proinflammatory (45). RCT — the efflux of excess cellular cholesterol from peripheral tissues and its return to the liver for excretion — is believed to be a critical mechanism by which HDL exerts its protective effects on atherosclerosis. Thus, to test the functionality of HDL generated in the setting of anti-miR33 treatment, we performed an in vivo RCT assay that measures the integrated rate of movement of 3H-cholesterol from macrophages to the serum, liver, and feces. We found that anti-miR33 treatment increases the flux of cholesterol from cholesterol-loaded macrophages to all 3 of these compartments and results in an 82% increase in fecal 3H-sterol excretion. Notably, this increase in RCT may reflect dual actions of anti-miR33: its ability to increase HDL biogenesis in the liver and its ability to directly promote the efflux of cholesterol from arterial macrophage foam cells by increasing expression of ABCA1 in these cells. While it is not known whether the anti-miR-33 is directly delivered to the arterial wall or taken up by circulating monocytes and delivered to plaques, the ability to target lesional macrophages makes anti-miR-33 an attractive potential therapeutic agent, as the collective outcome of numerous studies has shown that the rate of macrophage RCT has a greater influence on the degree of atherosclerosis than the levels of HDL-C (45, 46).

Although studies in animal models have shown that raising circulating HDL by overexpression of apoA1 or infusion of recombinant HDL retards plaque development (3–5, 8), the impact of HDL on regression of atherosclerosis is of great interest because of the important clinical implications. Thus, we chose to test the effects of anti-miR33 on atherosclerosis in a model of advanced disease. We first established atherosclerosis in Ldlr−/− mice by feed-
Characterized by Arg1 and IL-10 expression. Notably, both Arg1 and IL-10 contain a single miR-33 binding site in their 3’ UTRs. RNA interference with lipid-lowering therapy would have an additive beneficial effect. These results suggest that anti-miR33 treatment in combination with lipid-lowering therapy would have an additive beneficial outcome on both lipid profile and plaque environment. Numerous laboratories have shown that cholesterol loading of macrophages is proinflammatory, and recent in vitro and in vivo studies have established that cholesterol efflux to HDL or apoA1 dampens this inflammation (8, 38, 47). Gene expression profiling of macrophages isolated by laser microdissection of plaques from anti-miR33–treated mice showed a 2-fold increase in collagen content, indicating an increase in lesion remodeling and plaque stability. These results suggest that anti-miR33 treatment in combination with lipid-lowering therapy would have an additive beneficial outcome on both lipid profile and plaque environment. Lesional macrophages from anti-miR33–treated mice showed a switch from a proinflammatory M1 state characterized by iNOS and TNF-α expression to the more reparative M2 phenotype characterized by Arg1 and IL-10 expression. Notably, both Arg1 and IL-10 contain a single miR-33 binding site in their 3’ UTRs, and, as such, the increase in Arg1 and Il10 mRNA in lesional macrophages of anti–miR33–treated mice may represent direct derepression of these target genes by anti–miR-33. However, the increases in Arg1 and IL-10 expression are also consistent with recent studies from our group in other models of atherosclerosis regression, which showed that raising HDL-C or dramatically lowering LDL-C led to a depletion in M1 markers and an enrichment in markers of M2 macrophages (8, 38, 48), which may indicate that these changes are hallmarks of regressing lesions. A major consequence of the switch from the M1 to M2 state is a diversion of l-arginine metabolism from the iNOS pathway to the arginase 1 pathway that promotes collagen synthesis (49, 50). Thus, whether through direct derepression of miR-33 targets or HDL-mediated dampening of inflammation, this switch of macrophage phenotype to the M2 state by anti-miR33 treatment may both reduce lesional inflammation and contribute to plaque stabilization by increasing collagen synthesis. Consistent with the atheroprotective effects of anti-miR33 shown herein, studies aimed at elucidating the impact of ABCA1 on atherosclerosis have been generally supportive of a protective role for ABCA1. Macrophage-specific deletion of ABCA1 resulted in an increase in atherosclerosis, whereas overexpression of ABCA1 in macrophages provided protection from disease (51, 52). However, the effects of whole body transgenic overexpression of ABCA1 have been less clear. Despite an increase in circulating HDL similar in magnitude to the one observed in our study, transgenic overexpression of ABCA1 resulted in an accumulation of non-HDL lipoproteins and an increase in atherogenesis (53–55). Although the reasons for these results are not entirely clear, the authors speculated that this may be linked to reduced catabolism of HDL. By contrast, we find that anti-miR33 treatment, which raises ABCA1 in both the liver and plaque macrophages, promotes the regression of atherosclerosis. In the last decades, much progress has been made in understanding the molecular mechanisms that regulate cholesterol metabolism, and further understanding of how miRNAs are integrated into this complex genetic network may reveal novel therapeutic targets in this area. Previous studies have shown that antagonism of miR-122, the most abundantly expressed miRNA in the liver, results in sustained reduction in total plasma cholesterol in both the LDL and HDL fractions (56, 57). In addition, miR-122 antagonism in mice fed a high-fat diet improved liver steatosis by reducing liver triglyceride content and increasing the rate of fatty acid β-oxidation (56). Despite these beneficial effects, the therapeutic potential of anti-miR122 is limited by a current lack of understanding of the direct gene targets by which anti-miR122 mediates these effects. It has been speculated that anti-miR122 influences an unidentified transcriptional repressor of cho-

**Figure 6**

Anti-miR oligonucleotides reach plaque macrophages and alter target gene expression. (A) Immunohistochemical detection of the phosphorothioate backbone of the 2’F/MOE oligonucleotides (left panel) and CD68 (right panel) in serial sections of the aortic sinus. Original magnification: ×50 (top images); ×200 (lower images). (B) Expression of Abca1 mRNA in plaque CD68+ macrophages isolated by laser-capture microdissection and analyzed by qRT-PCR. PBS treatment is indicated by the dash. *P ≤ 0.05, compared with all other groups. (C) Gene expression profiling was performed on mRNA of lesional macrophages isolated by laser-capture microdissection, and a CDF analysis was performed. CDF analysis showed a significant enrichment in the expression of genes containing miR-33 binding sites in anti-miR33–treated mice (blue line) compared with that in control anti-miR–treated mice (pink line).
The statin class of HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors have revolutionized the treatment of atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease through their ability to aggressively lower LDL-C; however, the outcomes of large-scale clinical trials have shown that they only reduce subsequent cardiovascular events by 20%–40% (58, 59). In this patient population, HDL remains an independent predictor of cardiovascular risk (60). Pharmacologic agents currently in clinical use that increase HDL-C, such as fibrates and niacin, have been associated with decreased cardiovascular events, suggesting that HDL raising may be an effective therapy to reduce residual disease burden (61, 62). Promising studies in humans demonstrating that HDL infusion regresses atherosclerosis have continued to fuel the search for suitable therapeutic targets to raise HDL (11, 63). Inhibitors of cholesterol ester transfer protein, which potently raise HDL levels and lower LDL levels, are currently the most promising drug candidates (17, 64). However, there has been concern that this strategy might lead to the formation of “dysfunctional” HDL that is unable to promote cholesterol efflux from macrophage foam cells or that there might be a block in RCT from peripheral tissues to the liver (65–67). Our study in Ldlr–/– mice, showing that anti-miR33 increases circulating HDL, enhances the RCT pathway, and regresses established atherosclerosis, indicates that antagonism of this microRNA might be a promising clinical approach for raising HDL in the treatment of cardiovascular disease.

**Methods**

**Mice.** All experiments were approved by the New York University School of Medicine Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Ldlr–/– mice were weaned at 4 weeks of age and placed on a high-fat diet (21% [wt/wt] fat, 0.3% cholesterol; Research Diets) for 14 weeks, at which point mice were either sacrificed (baseline) or switched to chow diet for 4 weeks. Coincident with the switch to chow diet, mice were randomized into 3 groups (n = 15 mice): no treatment (PBS), 2′F/MOE control anti-miR (TTATCGCCATGTCCAATGAGGCT) oligonucleotide, or 2′F/MOE anti-miR33 (TGCAATGCAACTACAATGCAC) oligonucleotide (Regulus Therapeutics). Mice received 2 subcutaneous injections of 10 mg/kg anti-miR (or an equivalent volume of PBS) the first week, spaced 2 days apart, and weekly injections of 10 mg/kg anti-miR (or PBS) thereafter for 4 weeks. After the second injection of anti-miR, mice were monitored for inflammation by measurement of serum IL-6 and MCP-1 by ELISA (eBioscience). At sacrifice, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and exsanguinated by cardiac puncture. Mice were perfused with PBS, followed by 10% sucrose in PBS. Aortic roots were embedded in OCT medium and frozen immediately, and liver tissue was snap-frozen under liquid nitrogen and stored at –80°C.
Plasma lipoprotein analysis. Plasma was collected at sacrifice, and total cholesterol was assayed (1:5 dilution) using the Cholesterol-E Kit (Wako) as described previously (28). For FPLC analysis, 300 μl pooled plasma (n = 8 mice total) was separated on a Superose column (Amersham) at a flow rate of 0.4 ml/min as described previously (28). Fractions were collected and analyzed for total cholesterol content using the Cholesterol-E Kit. For HDL measurements, apoB-containing lipoproteins were precipitated by the phosphotungstic state-magnesium system, and HDL-C was measured using either the HDL Cholesterol Kit (Wako) or the Amplex Red Cholesterol Assay (Invitrogen) (28).

RNA isolation and quantitative PCR. Liver tissue was homogenized using the Bullet Blender Tissue Homogenizer (Next Advance), and total RNA was extracted using TRIzol Reagent (Invitrogen). RNA integrity was verified using the Agilent Bioanalyzer prior to use. For miRNA measurements, 1 μg total RNA was reverse transcribed using the RT2 First Strand Synthesis Kit (SABiosciences), and miR-33 was detected using specific primers to mmu-miR33 and normalized to U6 small RNA (SABiosciences) as described previously (28). For all other analysis, 1 μg total RNA was reverse transcribed using iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bio-Rad), and gene expression was measured by qRT-PCR and normalized to GAPDH as described previously (28, 68).

Western blotting. Protein was extracted from liver using the Bullet Blender in RIPA buffer, according to the manufacturer's protocol. For detection of ABCA1 and ABCG1, 40 μg protein was separated on a 6% SDS-PAGE gel and transferred to nitrocellulose. Membranes were incubated overnight with antibodies to ABCA1 or ABCG1 (Abcam), and proteins were visualized using appropriate secondary antibodies conjugated to IR-dyes (Rockland) and scanned using the Odyssey Imaging System (LiCor) as described previously (28). ABCA1 and ABCG1 protein expression was quantified and normalized to tubulin detected using CAT#T6074 (Tubulin antibody) from SABiosciences, and miR-33 was detected using specific primers to mmu-miR33 and normalized to U6 small RNA (SABiosciences) as described previously (28). ABCA1 and ABCG1 protein expression was quantified and normalized (73), log₂ transformed, and quality controlled by principal component analysis. The gene-level array data were then compared between treated versus untreated groups by 1-way ANOVA. The genes were then split between those containing one or more mir-33 seed-matched heptamers (nucleotides 1–7 or 2–8) in their 3′ UTRs and those that contained none. The R package (http://www.r-project.org/) was used to compute the CDF for the fold changes of these genes. Statistical significance of the shift between these 2 populations was determined by using a 1-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

Affymetrix gene array analysis. mRNA from macrophages collected by laser-capture microdissection was profiled for expression on Affymetrix Mouse 430 2.0 arrays in quadruplicates. Macroarrays were derived from 3 groups of mice: (a) anti-miR33–treated mice, (b) control anti-miR–treated mice, and (c) untreated mice. Microarray data were Robust Multichip Average (RMA) normalized (73), log₂ transformed, and quality controlled by principal component analysis. The gene-level array data were then compared between treated versus untreated groups by 1-way ANOVA. The genes were then split between those containing one or more mir-33 seed-matched heptamers (nucleotides 1–7 or 2–8) in their 3′ UTRs and those that contained none. The R package (http://www.r-project.org/) was used to compute the CDF for the fold changes of these genes. Statistical significance of the shift between these 2 populations was determined by using a 1-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

Statistics. For atherosclerosis and immunohistochemical analyses, all comparisons were made using a 1-way ANOVA (P ≤ 0.05), and data are expressed as mean ± SEM, unless otherwise noted.
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